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Cookie Time Headbands - English

Cookie Headband
Use some fashion fun to promote cookies

Supplies:
 �   2”W Decorative Duct Tape (about 32” per headband)
 �   ¾”W Colored Electrical Tape (about 24“ per headband)
 �   Permanent Markers (Colorful, fine point markers
        to write cookie message on tape)
 �   Hair Elastics - regular size (2 per headband)
 �   Yarn or ribbon - 30” piece per girl to measure head size.
  �   Scissors
  �   Regular tape - to secure ends of measured yarn to table.

Instructions:  
 �   Measure each girl’s head with the yarn, and mark size, or cut to size.   Subtract (or cut off) 5  1/2” (the 
elastics will account for this space). (Or if you prefer, use a “one-size-fits-most” approach and provide 
girls with a 15“ to 16” piece of yarn as a sizing tool)
 �   Stretch the measured yarn out in front of each girl, and tape down the ends.
 �   Connect two elastics with a ring hitch knot (see instructions below). 

Ring Hitch Knot:
1.  Thread one end of elastic #1 
UP through elastic #2.

2.  Continue to thread elastic #1 around elastic #2 and 
back through itself (elastic #1) and pull tight.
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Girls put their marketing skills into action  to promote their cookie business, when they tap 
into their creative side to promote cookies with this fabulous, fashionable headband!.

Marketing savvy headbands let friends and family 
know It’s Girl Scout Cookie Time!  Use a little fashion fun to 
spread the word that “It’s Cookie Time”.  This versatile 
headband helps girls put their marketing skills into action 
to promote their cookie business.  Made from decorative 
tape and hair elastics.  It’s simple, yet adorable.
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Rally Tips:
    �   Be sure to make a sample headband for each table 
            to help girls visualize the finished headband.
    �    Have extra tape on hand - some girls may make a
            mistake along the way that will result in the need for 
            a new piece of tape.
    �    Choose lighter colors of electrical tape (yellow, 
             white) so that the message will read clearly.  

 �    Measure out a piece of duct tape - TWICE AS LONG
                 as the measured yarn.  

 �    Write your Cookie Time message on the 
electrical tape with a permanent fine tip marker.  
Come up with your own message, or use one of the 
suggestions below.  (Be sure to write your name on the 
INSIDE of the headband too!)

�    CAREFULLY and SLOWLY fold one end of the tape, sticky sides together, placing the end at the center of the 
tape (A).  Repeat with other end of tape (B). (When you fold it, start sticking the ends together at the center 
(C), working your way to the end, making sure the edges are aligned). 

 �    Leave folded duct tape flat, next to the measuring 
yarn, seam side down.  This is your headband. Mea-
sure out a piece of electrical tape, the length of the 
headband PLUS an extra 4” on both ends.

 �    Secure the electrical tape to the center of the TOP SIDE of 
the headband - leaving the 4” excess on either end unsecured.  
 

 �    Turn the headband over, so the sticky side of the electrical 
tape is facing up.

 �    Thread one end of the electrical tape through one of the elastic loops, and fold the tape back, onto the 
headband.   Repeat with other side.

 �    Trim ends of headband, near the elastics, at an angle.
 

 �    Center tape in front of the yarn, sticky side up.

It’s Girl Scout Cookie Time!

Ask Me About Girl Scout Cookies!

Order Your Girl Scout Cookies Today!
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